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This paper deals with the problem of determining the independence number 
for the strong graph-product, especially for odd cycles. Using the concepts of 
a point-symmetric graph and the clique-number and introducing the notion 
of an independence graph, we extend and generalize some results of Hales [3] 
for cycle-products of power three. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The determination of the zero-error capacity of a noisy channel is one 
of the problems in Berge’s book [l, p. 2511. Shannon stated the problem 
in [8] and supplied a formulation in the language of graph theory. It turns 
out to be the problem of determining the independence number of a 
certain product of finite graphs; cf. Berge [l, p. 371, Ore [6, p. 2201. In a 
recent paper by Hales [3], it is pointed out that the solution of the problem 
depends heavily on the solution for graphs which contain cycles of odd 
length. Hales derives some very interesting connections between the 
independence number, the Rosenfeld number, and the clique-covering 
number. These connections lead to explicit formulas for the independence 
number for some products of odd cycles. The present paper supplements 
that by Hales in results and methods by using the concept of a point- 
symmetric graph, a further invariant, namely, the clique-number and the 
notion of an independence graph. 
After having given the necessary definitions in Section 2, we derive in 
Section 3 an upper bound for the independence number of a product of 
a point-symmetric with an arbitrary graph. In Section 4 lower bounds are 
derived which lead together with those of Section 3 to formulas for the 
independence numbers of some cycle-products including as a special case 
the independence numbers of Shannon’s five-letter-channel up to the 
power four. 
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2. PRELIMINARIES 
By a graph we mean an ordered pair X = (V, E), where V is a nonempty 
finite set (the set of points of X) and E (the set of lines of X) is a possibly 
empty set of unordered pairs [x, x’] of distinct points of V. If we have to 
consider different graphs, we shall write V(X) and E(X) for V and E. By 
/ A / we denote the cardinal of the set A, by I X 1 the cardinal of V(X). 
By X’ C X we mean that X’ is a full subgraph of X, i.e., V(X’) C V(X) and 
E(X’) = {[x, x’] E E(X): x, x’ E V(X)}. The complement x of a graph Xis 
defined by 
V(X) = V(X), E(X) = ([x, x’]: x, x’ E V(X), x # x’, [x, x’] #E(X)}. 
Let X and Y be two graphs. By X 0 Y we denote the product of X and 
Y. X @ Y is a graph with point set V(X) x V(Y) and [(x, u), (x’, y’)] E 
E(X @ Y) iff one of the following three conditions holds: 
x = x’ and [Y, Y’l E -w); 
Lx, x’l E -w3 and Y =y’; 
ix, ~‘1 E E(X) and [Y, ~‘1 E E(Y). 
This kind of graph product is called the strong product by Sabidussi [7]. 
It is obvious that the product is-up to isomorphisms-commutative and 
associative. 
Let G(X) be the automorphism group of X. A graph X is point-sym- 
metric (cf. Harary [4, p. 1711) iff G(X) acts transitively on V(X), i.e., iff 
for any two points x, x’ E V(X), there exists a g E G(X) such that g(x) = x’. 
Clearly, every point-symmetric graph is regular. The converse is not 
necessarily true. 
LEMMA 1. If X and Y are point-symmetric graphs, then x and X @ Y 
are point-symmetric. 
Proof. The proof follows from G(X) = G(X) (cf. Harary [4, Theorem 
14.41) and from the fact that the direct group product G(X) x G(Y) is 
contained in G(X @ Y). 1 
Examples of point-symmetric graphs are the complete graphs K,, , n E N, 
or the cycles C, , n > 3. As representative of a cycle of length n, we shall 
always take the graph X with V(X) = (0, l,..., n - l} and [i, j] E E(X) ifT 
i - j = fl mod n, i.e., points of the cycle are always taken as congruent 
mod n. The m-fold product of the cycle C,, is denoted by Cnm. 
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Let A(X) denote the set of cliques in X and B(X) denote the set of 
independent point sets in X, i.e., 
A(X) := (T C V(X): If x, x’ E T, x # x’, then [x, x’] E E(X)}, 
B(X) := {S C V(X): If x, x’ E S then [x, x’] # E(X)}. 
The numbers a(X) : = max{ I T I: T E A(X)} and p(X) : = max{ ( S ( : S E B(X)) 
are called clique-number and independence number, respectively. Using 
the fact that the notions of clique and independent point set are comple- 
mentary in that T E A(X) iff T E B(Z), one obviously has a(X) =/3(x). 
Furthermore, we need the following well-known results (cf. Berge [2, 
p. 3811): 
LEMMA 2. For any graphs X and Y it holds that 
(a) P(X 0 Y> > B(X) B(Y), 
(b) (Y(X @ Y) = CL(X) o(Y). 
Remark. If one defines the adjunction X v Y of two graphs X and Y 
as the graph with point set V(X v Y) = V(X) x V(Y) and line set E(Xv Y) 
given by [(x, y), (x’, y’)] E E(X v Y) iff [x, x’] E E(X) or [ y, y’] E E(Y) then 
X @ Y = 1 v E It follows that b(X v Y) = /3(x-) = c@Z @ y) = 
tw)tw. 
Finally, the following abbreviations will be used (cf. Hales [3]): 
For x E IR, lx]uJ = lx] = greatest integer less than or equal to x, 
]xJfn) = lx]x](“-l)], n > 1, [xl = least integer greater than or equal to x. 
For the union of n pairwise disjoint sets D, , D, ,..., D, , we write Cy=, Di 
and D1 + D, in case n = 2. 
3. UPPER BOUNDS FOR THE INDEPENDENCE NUMBER 
LEMMA 3. Let X be a point-symmetric graph. Then for any graph Y, 
/?(X @ Y) = min 
1 #3(X’@ Y):X’CXf . 
Proof. For X’ C X and x E V(X), let F(X’) := { g(X’): g E G(X)), 
F&V) : = {X” E F(X’): x E V(X”)}. If X” E F,(X’) and y E V(X), then there 
is a g E G(X) such that g(x) = y, hence g(X”) E F&Y’). This defines a 
l-l mapping from F,(X’) onto FJX’). It follows that 1 F,(X’)I =: s(X’) 
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is a number independent of x E V(X). Further, if Xl E F,(X), then there 
are exactly 1 X’ j sets FJX’) including Xi . Consequently, 
(1) 
LetnowSEB(X@ Y),lS/ =p(X@ Y),andforX”CX, 
S(X”) : = (V(x”) x V(Y)) n s. 
Then S(X”) E B(X” @ Y), so that 1 S(X”)I < /3(X” @ Y). Putting S(x) = 
{ y E V(Y): (x, JJ) E S}, x E V(X), one obtains 
rs(X 0 y> = I s I = 1 I S(x)1 = +) zc;x,at)I S(x)1 . (2) 5E Y(X) 
Since V(X) is s(X’)-times covered by the x” E F(X’), we get from (2), the 
definition of S(X”), and (l), 
13(X 0 y> = & /XX,) zx ) I S(x)1 = & c 1 w3 I X”EF(X’) 
< -& I W’)I max{ 1 S(X’) 1 : Xx E F(X’)) 
< & I F(X’)l max{fl(X” @ Y) : X” E F(X’)} 
COROLLARY 1. Let X be a point-symmetric graph. Then 
(4 BW 0 Y> G ll X I P(Y)bW).lfir av graph f’, 
(b) B(X 0 W) = I X I, 
(c) SW) 4X) < I x Iv 
(4 B(X) 4X> = I X I ifsP(x 0 Y) = BGO P(Y).@ any graph Y. 
Proof. (a) Let T E A(X), I T I = e(X), and x’be the complete subgraph 
of X with V(X) = T. Since /3(X’ @ Y) = p(Y) for any complete graph X’, 
the assertion follows from lemma 3. 
(b) From (a) with Y = 1 and using /3(x) = CL(X), we get 
~(X@I)<IXI.SinceS:={(x,x’)EV(X) x V(X):~=X’}EB(X@X), 
wehave/XI = jS( <#3(X0X). 
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(c) This follows from Lemma 2(a) and part (b). 
(d) Let /3(X) U(X) = 1 X (. Then the assertion follows from (a) 
together with Lemma 2(a). If, conversely, /3(X @ Y) = /3(x> /3(Y) for any 
Y, putting Y = X, one gets by (b) /3(X 0 x) = 1 X 1 = BQ B(X) = 
kw 40 I 
The equality in (b) shows the sharpness of the inequality in (a) in the 
sense that there always exists a graph Y,, such that equality holds for YO . 
4. SOME INDEPENDENCE NUMBERS OF CYCLE-PRODUCTS 
Since B(C,J = [n/2] and a(C,) = 2, Corollary I(d) shows that for any 
cycle of even length, we have /3(C,, @ Y) = k/3(Y) and therefore /?(CrJ = 
km, m E N. The problem is incomparably more difficult for cycles with odd 
length. In this section we derive some results concerning such cycles, 
mainly for products of power two and three. Since the lower bound given 
in Lemma 2(a) is too weak to get equalities together with the upper bound 
given in Corollary I(a), we first try to sharpen the lower bound with the 
following lemmas. 
Let X* denote the independence graph corresponding to X X* is 
defined by V(X*) = B(X) and for S, s’ E V(X*): 
[S,S’]EE(X*)iffS#S’andSnS’f m orS+S’$B(X). 
Note that two independent sets S, S’ are nonadjacent in X* iff they are 
disjoint and their union is an element of B(X). 
LEMMA 4. For any graphs X and Y, 
(4 PW 0 Y> = max{/3(X @ 2) min(l z 1: z E V(Z)}: Z C Y*}, 
(b) ,M’ 0 Y> = C zev(z) 1 z 1, ifZ C Y* is isomorphic to x. 
ProoJ Let Z C Y* and S E B(X @ Z), 1 S 1 = /3(X @ Z). Then 
cz~Esw x z E w 0 n 
hence 
/voy>> 1 lWx4= c Izl. (3) 
(.,Z)ES (Z,Z)ES 
(a) From (3) follows that for all Z C Y*, 
/?(X@Y)~ISI~~~{/~I:~EV(Z)))=~(X@Z)~~~{~~[:~EV(Z)}. 
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Equality is obtained by choosing 2, C Y* with V(Z,J = (( v}: y E V(Y)}, 
since in this case 2, is isomorphic to Y and mini/ z I: z E V(Z,,)} = 1. 
(b) If 2 is isomorphic to w, then by Corollary l(b), 1 S / = 1 X /. 
From the proof of Corollary l(b), one can see that S can be chosen in such 
a way that there is a bijection between V(Z) and S. The assertion then 
follows from inequality (3). 1 
LEMMA 5. For any graph Y and any k E N, 
(4 B(C2k+2 0 Y) b KW + 3)/W + 1)) B(C2k+l 0 Y)l, 
(‘9 P(c2k+3 0 Y) = l((2k + 3)/2) m?l> if B(C,k,l 0 YJ = 
l@k + 1W Is(Y 
Proof. Let SE B(CzL+l @ Y), / S I = /3(C2k+l @ Y), and 
si :={yE v(Y):(i,y)Es}, 0 < i < 2k. 
ThenforO d j < 2k 
if1 2kf2 
Tj := c (i) x St + c (i> x s&z E B(C,,,, @ Y), 
i=O i=i+Z 
hence 
r6(C2k+2@ Y)>,maX{lTj/:Odj<2k} 
= max{l S I + / S, + Sj+l I: 0 < j < 2k) 
= B(C,k,l 0 Y) + max{ I Si + Sj,l I: 0 < j < 2k). (4) 
This implies (a), since 
2fi(C2kfl 0 Y) = 2 I s I = 5 I si + si,, I 
i=O 
< (2k + 1) max{l Si + $+I I : 0 d i d 2k}, 
and (b) follows from Corollary l(a) and part (a) because of 
1 2k + + 3 1 L 1 
From Corollary l(b) we already know that fi(Cs2) = 5, since C, is self- 
complementary. Here a general formula holds which was derived by 
Hales [3] with the help of methods other than the preceding lemmas. 
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THEOREM 1. For j, k E N, j 3 k, 
Proof. In view of Lemma 5(b), it suffices to show that 
~(c~k+l> = 1 2k 2+ ’ ]12), k E N, 
and because of Corollary l(a) that 
,f% ‘&+,)3 1 2k2+1 f2’,ktN. 
We first consider the case k = 21,l E N. Let Z C C,*,+, be given by V(Z) = 
{z,:O<i<41},wherezi:={i+2j:O<j<1-l},O<id41.Then 
we have 1 zi 1 = 1, 0 < i < 41, and Z is isomorphic to cd41+1. The last 
assertion is a consequence of: zi and zj are disjoint and Z~ + zi E B(C,,+,) 
iff i - j E &21 mod(41 + 1). Therefore, from Lemma 4(b) we get 
#8(c,l+l) 3 (4Zf 1) I= L 41 2+ l lL$). 
The assertion is obviously true for k = 1 and follows for k = 2/ + 1, 
1 E N, from the case k = 21 by applying Lemma 5(b) twice. fl 
Let us now consider products of power three. 
THEOREM 2. For k E N, 
= W2 + lWJ> + lk/4JW - 4 1WJ + 1). 
Proof. If k < 3, then [k/41 = 0. Therefore, the result follows from 
Lemma 2(a). For k 3 4, we again consider the case k = 21, I 3 2, first. 
Let 
5$ := ((i + 2j,j): 0 < j < 411, 0 < i < 41, 
and define Z C C2’ 41+l by V(Z) = {zi: 0 < i < 411, where 
11/21-l Z-l 
z2j := 1 f&+d , 0 < j < 21, z2i+l := C %(il+m) ,O <j d Z- 1, 
T?L=O rn=11/2j 
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Then 2 is isomorphic to C,,,, . This can be seen as follows. For 0 < i < 
4Z- 1 the sets zi and z$+~ are disjoint, zi + z~+~ E B(C,2,+i) and / zi I zi+r I= 
Z(4Z + 1) = /3(1Ct~+~). Similarly, zql and z0 are disjoint, zd2 + z0 E B(C,2,+,) 
and j zdl 1 = ]Z/2](4Z + 1). Furthermore, [zi , zj] E E(Z) iff i -,j + rfl 
mod(4Z + 1) and i # j. By Lemma 4(b), we then obtain the assertion. 
If k = 21 + 1, Z 3 2, then the construction above and formula (4) show 
that 
KG+3 0 CL) 2 : I zi I + max{i zi + z~+~ 1 : 0 < i < 41) 
i=O 
= (2P + ]Z/2])(41+ 1) + Z(4Z + 1). 
Applying now lemma 5(a) twice, the assertion follows. 1 
Remarks. (1) From Corollary l(a) and Theorem 2, we obtain: 
,&C:,+3 = 1 8k; ’ lc3), ,&C:,,,) = 1 8k 2’ 3 lf3), k E N. 
(2) The construction principle leading to Theorem 2 can be used 
to get Hales’ theorem 7.5 [3] especially. Applying Lemma 5(a), one can 
extend it to 
(3) The conjecture #l(C&+J = [(2k + 1)/2]f3) is not true as will 
be shown in Theorem 3. A counterexample that the bound of Theorem 2 
is in general not obtained is given by /3(C,3) > 33. 
For the proof of the following theorem, it is useful to have this repre- 
sentation of Cs2: Consider a 5 x 5 chess board which is made into a torus 
by connecting the upper with the lower border and the left with the right 
border. The fields represent points, and two points are connected by a line 
iff a king can move from one to the other. Since /3(Cb2) = 5, one easily 
verifies that every maximal independent point set in CE2 has to have 
exactly one element in each row, column, and diagonal. This shows that 
there are ten maximal independent point sets which are all isomorphic to 
So : = ((0, 0), (1, 2), (2, 4), (3, l), (4, 3)} in the sense that for every 
SE B(Cs2), ] S 1 = 5, there is a g E G(Cs2) with g(S) = So . In the same 
sense, any two equipotent subsets of So can be transformed into one 
another by a g E G(Cs2) which preserves So . Furthermore, every maximal 
independent point set is completely determined by two of its points. 
It may be noted that the above-described representation of Cn2 as a 
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n x n-torus chess board gave rise to the construction in the proof of 
Theorem 2. It has been applied for the proof of Theorem 1 in [5]. 
THEOREM 3. /3(Cs3) = 10. 
Proof. From Lemma 2(a), we get /3(Cs3) > /3(CJ p(C,2) = 10. Let 
6.9 E B(G3), I s I = rB(G3), and Si : = {h E V(CG2): (i, h) ES}, 0 < i < 4. 
Si fl Si+l = % and Si + S,+r E B(Cs2) implies 0 < / Si + Si+l 1 < 
/?(Cb2) = 5,0 < i < 4. If 1 Si, / = 0 for an i, E {O,..., 4}, then the assertion 
fOllOWS from 1 S 1 = / Si, I + ] Si,+l + Sio.+2 I + I S+ + Si0-2 I < 10. 
Therefore, and in view of 1 Si + S,,, ( < 5, we can assume 1 < 1 Si ( < 4, 
0 < i < 4. Similarly, one has only to consider the case max{/ SC + Si+l I: 
0 < i < 4) = 5. Otherwise, 
2 1 S I = 2 1 Si + b&,1 1 < 5 max{I Si + Si+l I 1 0 d i d 4) 
i=O 
yields the result. Without restricting the generality, let / S, + S, j = 5, 
/ Sz / > ( S, / >, / S, /. We have now to discuss several cases, for which 
the main argument is based on our preliminary remark on the special 
structure of the maximal independent point sets in Cb2. 
(a) (S,( =4.1nthiscase/S3( = 1 = IS,I.Since\S,+S,I=5 
and I S, + S, I = 5, the sets S, + S, and S, + S, are maximal independent 
point sets in Cs2 and are, consequently, determined by two points, 
especially by the four points of S, . It follows that S, = S, = (h,}. Since 
S, n S, = % = So c\ S, and So + S, , S, + S, E B(Cs2), the point ho is 
independent of all points from S, + So and not an element of S, + So . 
Hence S, + $‘. + {ho} E B(Cs2) and, therefore, j S, + So I < 5 - I S, I = 4. 
This gives xix0 I Si I < 10. 
(b) ] S, I = 3. In this case / S, 1 = 2 and, if j S, I = 2 or if 
I S, I = 1 and 1 S, n S, ] = 1, the assertion can be proved in the same way 
as in (a). It remains to consider the case I S, I = 1 and I S, n S, 1 = 0. 
Without loss of generality, let S, + S, = ((0, 0), (1,2), (2,4), (3, 1), (4, 3)) 
and S, = ((0, 0), (1, 2), (2, 4)). Since S, n S, = m and S, + S, E B(Cs2), 
we get S, C {(3,2), (4, 2)). If S, = ((3,2)}, then S, + So has to be disjoint 
to the set 
R := ((2, l), (2,2), (3, I), (3, 2), (3, 3), (4, l), (4, 2), (4, 3)). 
But every maximal independent point set in Ch2 must intersect R; therefore, 
S, + So cannot be maximal, i.e., ( S, + So ( < 4. The case S, = ((4,2)> 
is analogous. 1 
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Remarks. (1) The proof of Theorem 3 is, admittedly, not very 
elegant. We think that an elegant proof would provide a solution of the 
whole problem. 
(2) Theorem 3 can be generalized by induction (beginning with 
Theorem 3) to 
KG2 0 c2,+,> = KG2) P(C2k+l), kEN, 
hence by Corollary l(a) and Lemma 2(a), 
W,” 0 C:,+I> = PG?) ,W42k+J, k E M 
especially /I(Cs4) = 52. Therefore, we are inclined to conjecture that 
/3(Cim) = 5” and /3(Cz”-l) = 2 . 5+-l, m E N. 
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